Diamond Light Supportive Products
Energy Sprays

From Left to Right : Rebirth, Golden Moments, Core Essence Liberator, Magical
Magenta, Sacred Space, Rose Gold, Blue Flame, Pink Diamond, Ultimate Diamond

These Sprays were especially developed to both enhance and support our developing
diamond light body and the raising of our consciousness. It is not necessary to have done
the Diamond Light Grid workshops in order to use and benefit from the products, however
the grid + the sprays will work together to compound and build on the energetic effects.
The sprays are a special combination of essential oils and vibrational essences in a
diamond water/ethanol base, and activated within the diamond light grid. Each Spray also
contains the White Fire Essence, Venus Essence and the energies of the Golden Healer
crystal (Himalayan quartz diamond), which provide a powerful focus for the energy held
within that particular spray and amplifies it.
A lot of the information below was contributed by Morag Leiper, a gifted channel, intuitive
and energy worker. I am sure you will find it useful (see Morag’s site at
http://www.gaiadance.co.uk)
To use the sprays : simply spray in and around your aura as well as your personal
space (ie use as a room spray) to bring in the desired vibration. Spend a few
moments breathing in the energy that you have chosen and feel your body and
being align with it.
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1. Rose Gold (Clear Copper Gold)
Supporting of the heart.
Allows the heart to FEEL held and loved, especially during times of transition and change.
This transition can be during times of physical change and transition – ending of old - but
especially to support during times of spiritual transformation and change.
With so much transition happening on the planet at this time now, there is a need for our
bodies and heart to feel supported as we bring in the love and golden energy of soul /
consciousness… bringing it in too quickly or suddenly can leave the heart and elements of
the heart feeling left behind or in shock.
This sudden transformation and transition takes us right back to the original memory of
that loss of connection with source – and puts our hearts into the sense of loss of
connection with that element of being loved. This rose gold spray allows for the transition,
but lessens the shock of that memory or experience from the original disconnection… by
allowing the individual to still feel held within love…
Use for shock where there is loss as it brings in transition – but with the conscious
awareness of being held still with love.
Some individuals will need just gold – because there is a need within them for sudden
sharp shifts. Not everyone will do it the same way – they are the individuals who need to
be confronted by “their stuff” whilst the other individuals will need to be supported through
their shift as they process and release their baggage…
Can be useful during the ending of relationships as the individuals progress through the
period of that ending – and lessens the shock of those cords of attachment dissolving or
being dissolved between them. Particularly good for the children within these spaces –
that they are still held as the old dissolves and the new energy of a new relationship to
both their parents comes in – this relationship is to each parent as an individual, rather
than the parents as a whole….
Supports the lungs, and recognises that in every breath in there is the acknowledgement
of the choice of being here, and within that you have chosen – and want / desire to be here
for this transition – and to reconnect with soul within our human body. Soul being in the
human body and every time we breathe in, we breathe in that conscious choice of being
here.
2. Core Essence Liberator (Clear Turquoise/Teal)
This spray clears out the strands around the core. Clearing the fibre optic strands that
surround the inner core space of the grid, detangling these and pulsing light through this.
This is in preparation for the information and energy to flow – and this information and
energy will then further energise the core… and allow the light and “nucleus” of the core to
shine.
It clears these fibre optics making then crystalline, partially in preparation for what follows
after….
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Detangling without untwisting – because sometimes the twisted aspect is a necessary
aspect of a person’s support structure… as the information then begins to flow, the fibres
untwist naturally, relax and straighten… which further allows the energy to flow along
these strands…
The focus of this spray is the strands and cords of energy within the individual’s diamond
grid, and particularly the connection points between this diamond and the interlinking
diamonds which extend out from the individual – ie the network which surrounds and
supports the individual.
IE THIS SPRAY SUPPORTS CLEARING AND PREPARING NETWORKS.

3. Golden Diamonds (Clear Gold)
Manifests abundance in all ways.
Quite literally “grounds” this energy of abundance into the earth. Hidden in this spray is
the energy of red, and within this spray is the ability to confront in a positive and
constructive way all boundaries, all outmoded ways of thinking and being. Through this
ability to confront, it connects to the energy and higher energetic knowledge of the ways to
fine –tune our energy to allow for abundance of all things.
This is not an adjustment of the structures, or a breakdown of the structures, this is a fine
tuning which allows for them to be re-shaped and their true spiritual purpose to emerge to
the surface.
Using this spray will bring hidden fears to the surface. All the thoughts and belief patterns
you have tried to hide away will be brought up to the surface to allow them to be reworked. Once these start coming up – address them as quickly as is appropriate and
comfortable for you. Not doing so will allow the physical manifestations to begin occurring
until the underlying thought, energy and belief pattern is identified and released.
Using the spray after the pattern has been addressed will support further clearing of the
pattern and integration of the new energy.
This spray confronts with the energy, but is practical and grounded.
It brings matter into manifestation from spirit and source through its ability to ground higher
spiritual truths, energy and laws.
It does not do this gently – but with the sense of gold, thudding to earth. At the same time,
it is supportive – but in the sense of a confronting strong warrior who takes action NOW.
When using this spray, do not waste time in pussy-footing around issues as they will be
brought into physical manifestation quickly. If you want a gentle grounding of the
abundance and higher spiritual laws, use Rose Gold.
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If you are a dynamic visionary who is prepared to step into your truth NOW – and ready to
deal with the energy of “bring it on now” then this is for you.

4. Magical Magenta (Clear Magenta)
Seals and clears the aura. Grounds energy coming into the body – but in such a way that
it is experienced as a rush of energy through the body and auric fields. Literally runs down
through the fibres of the diamond grid field and into the earth, so that it clears the auric
body and grounds the energy into the earth – which allows for it be transformed, and
leaves your energy space clear, clean and sparkling.
A protective influence is felt simply because the aura is left so clean that there is nothing
left behind to be “stuck”. These stuck pockets of energy over a long period of time would
put weight on these areas, dragging them down and weakening the fields in these specific
areas.
As the energy grounds into the earth, the energy and physical body “get it” and
experience a rush of energy – as though they have suddenly been lifted up. This is
because the aura is now clear of stagnant energy – and is able to access more of the
energy of the grids.
This spray is both grounding and uplifting, brings clarity to the thought process, as well as
freeing up energy to “do more”.
Can be used both before and after a treatment to ground energy, clear the grids and
prepare the body for “what comes next”.
This spray also clears the thoughts & mental aspect. It is good for concentration, clarity,
learning, innovation, bringing in new ideas and it clears fogginess.
Increases energy levels at the same time to get on and do.
If you use this on children – be aware that it can give them too much energy to sit still make sure they are focussed or sitting down ready to become focussed before you use it,
and be aware that in some cases it will be so energising that it will / can put you into a
postion of having so much energy that you end up chasing your own tail!
So, there is a need for conscious discernment and taking responsibility with this.
As a time management tool, it is invaluable. If you want to begin a new project, use this
spray with the intention to open to the information that will support your endeavours – and
remember to close after and put that project down before you focus on the next one!
Otherwise you are going to find yourself wanting to multi-task and trying to do everything
all at once and tying yourself in knots.
You would therefore use it with intent at the beginning and end of each ‘project’ to clear
the space and provide focus for a specific period of time.
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5. Rebirth (Clear Violet/Lilac)
This special spray was ‘delivered’ by Spirit in May 2008, so what is given in this section
is brief and simply the initial information provided.
This gentle energy is designed to support you through the ascension process and
grounding of soul energy into the physical body. I like to call this spray “The energetic
midwife”, as it provides an encouraging, light energy to protect and guide the rebirthing
of your essential self. We are at a time in our journey when our connection with Soul is
becoming stronger and we are required to live in a different way in the world in order to
create a new reality.
This deep purple supports you through the process of “dying to the old” aspects of self
that are no longer valid as we shift into a Higher Dimensional reality and gently births
your sovereign, golden self. It supports the ongoing transformation of our shadow and
strengthens our soul connection.
Interestingly, after I was given the information about this spray I came across an
alchemical article about the link between metallic gold and the colour purple.
“pure purple is the color gold assumes in the colloidal state, the more it is diluted, the
lovelier the purple until the dilution is the color of peach blossoms”

Use this spray every morning to assist in holding the essence of your divine self
throughout your day.
6. Sacred Space (Clear Green)
This spray was birthed to accompany the Sacred Space vibrational essence, and as such,
holds the subtle energy of this essence.
This spray is one of the tools that supports the birthing of a new reality upon the earth and supports
bringing the soul and the spirit into the physical. It is a grounding bottle – but not in the way of
grounding people into a connection with “being here on the physical plane”. This new aspect of
grounding is – at this time – unique as this is about grounding soul star and higher chakra energy
more firmly into the physical.
This brings about a bridging between these two energies as this bottle supports bridging the gap
and uniting soul star seed and body. This also means that body has more access to the higher
and energetic realms. Within this then there is a huge responsibility as this energy, and use of this
energy, must needs be used for the utmost and highest.. not twisted or corrupted through lack of
understanding.
This is a bottle for masters. This does not mean “only give to masters” but that this essence
supports in the making of masters, as well as supports masters in building their energy fields.
Awareness around the ability to walk through the fire and through the darkness is an important
component in this bottle as it will bring the hidden issues, and the darkness to light. Spiritual
maturity indeed – and moving beyond the shadows into the gold at the end of the journey.
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Use this spray consciously when facing challenges or issues and it will support you in
holding your soul space to guide your actions and decisions for the highest outcome. Also
good when working with clients as a therapist.

THE STARCHILD TRINITY SPRAYS
Sprays 7, 8 and 9 are the new Starchild Triinity collection birthed in 2012. Each one
assists in linking the Higher Mind with the Higher Heart and facilitating connection with
Higher Consciousness.
7. Blue Flame (Clear Light Blue)
This brand new spray birthed during May 2012, is another ‘master’ bottle. This light energy
awakens the High heart (or Sacred Heart) by building a bridge between the solar plexus
and the throat chakras.
This spray cleanses and heals these two energy centres, enabling you to access and
embody the Blue Flame of truth through your Diamond Light Body. It connects you with the
Christ Consciousness grids, and provides you with the gift of higher knowledge and
wisdom, along with the courage to stand in that ‘truth’ and be unswerving in your
commitment to the One Divine Source that lives through you.
The Blue Flame is a living flame of light that will quicken your subtle energy bodies and
raise the frequency of your cells in preparation for deeper immersion into your purpose for
being here. It is a bottle of gentle strength and deep knowing.
Use this spray whenever you feel drawn to, and at night to support the embodiment of
higher information as your body naturally rejuvenates itself.
A light, yet powerful spray indeed for these changing times!
8. Pink Diamond (Clear Light Pink)
Birthed through the Venus Transit, this spray supports the gentle unfolding of the Sacred
Heart and the embodiment of compassion. It inspires true love of self in a non-egoic way
and enables one to be in a gentle flow of allowing.
With a nurturing quality, this spray uplifts the heart and helps one to release the heart
wounds caused by hurt, grief and disappointments. It brings balance to relationships and
restores ‘right equilibrium’ in both the giving AND receiving of love and support.
This is especially for those who tend to give too much and who are emotionally and
energetically sensitive. One is able to recognise the strength in vulnerability and allow the
deeper doorways of the heart to open and soul to flow through.
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The Pink Diamond is a perfect companion to the Blue Flame as together they energise the
union of Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine through healing, balance and cosmic
connection.
The pink diamond imparts a gentle strength for dealing with and navigating the human
emotional ‘minefield’, enabling the inner eye and the inner heart to see the beauty within
all.

9. Ultimate Diamond (Crystal)
There are few words to describe this beautiful spray!
It is a breath of pure freshness. Transparent, illuminating, this spray cuts through illusion. It
brings in clarity at all levels while it cleanses and purifies.
Laser like, clear, uplifting and inspiring.
This is the purity and brilliance of the ultimate perfect diamond – sheer joy!
(This spray is co-created with Penni du Plessis of www.divine-space.com whose products
shine with love and divine support)
For orders or enquiries, contact Julie Umpleby at 079 0086 1221, email
Julie@diamondightworld.com or order online at www.diamondlightworld.com
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